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Abstract
In this paper we consider simultaneous analysis of survival time and binary
longitudinal outcome where random effects are introduced to account for
the dependence between the two different types of outcomes due to unob-
served factors and assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution with mean zero.
The estimator based on maximum likelihood approach using an Expectation-
Maximization algorithm is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed.
However, the EM algorithm may be intensive on numerical integrations with
large sample sizes and large numbers of longitudinal observations per subject.
We develop a more computationally efficient estimation procedure based on
a penalized likelihood obtained by Laplace approximation. Through simu-
lation studies, we compare numerical performances on the computing time,
bias, and mean squared error from the proposed penalized likelihood esti-
mation procedure and the EM algorithm of maximum likelihood estimation.
We also illustrate the proposed approach with a liver transplantation data
set.
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1 Introduction
In biomedical or public health research, it is common that both longitu-
dinal outcomes over time and survival endpoint are collected for the same
subject along with the subject’s characteristics or risk factors. Investigators
are interested in finding important variables which predict both longitudi-
nal outcomes and survival time. For this purpose, simultaneous modeling
is needed since the two different types of outcomes are correlated within
the same subject. Among the existing approaches for the joint analysis of
longitudinal data and survival time, modeling survival time conditional on
longitudinal data or vice versa was more widely considered, compared to si-
multaneous modeling. Estimating the distribution of survival time given lon-
gitudinal data was studied by numerous authors, for example, Tsiatis et al.
(1995), Wulfsohn and Tsiatis (1997), Henderson et al. (2000), Tsiatis and
Davidian (2001), Xu and Zeger (2001a, 2001b), Song et al. (2002), Larsen
(2004), Tseng et al. (2005), Song and Wang (2007), Ye et al. (2008a)
and Chakraborty and Das (2010) among others. The trend of longitudi-
nal outcomes conditional on survival time was studied by Wu and Carroll
(1988), Hogan and Laird (1997), Albert and Follmann (2000, 2007) and
Ding and Wang (2008) among others. On the other hand, simultaneous
modeling of the longitudinal and survival data was proposed by Xu and
Zeger (2001b) and Zeng and Cai (2005a), and further studied by Elashoff
et al. (2007, 2008), Liu et al. (2008), Rizopoulos et al. (2008), Rizopoulos
et al. (2008) and most recently Choi et al. (2013). Wang and Taylor (2001),
Brown and Ibrahim (2003), Dunson and Herring (2005), Chen et al. (2009),
Hu et al. (2009) and Huang et al. (2011) studied simultaneous modeling in
the Bayesian perspective.
In the joint models, random effects are often incorporated to accom-
modate the latent dependence between survival time and longitudinal out-
comes, and often assumed to be normally distributed so that we can integrate
a complete data likelihood over random effects to obtain a full likelihood.
The maximum likelihood approach using an Expectation-Maximization al-
gorithm provides the estimators which are asymptotically consistent and
follows an asymptotic Gaussian process (Zeng and Cai 2005a, 2005b; Choi
et al. 2013). However, the EM algorithm may be intensive on computa-
tion with large sample sizes and large numbers of longitudinal observations
per subject (Wulfsohn and Tsiatis 1997; Ye et al. 2008b). The numerical
integrations required for a full likelihood approach can be cumbersome and
intractable. One possible alternative is to use penalized likelihood approach.
In this approach, the likelihood can be obtained by Laplace approximation
and a penalty is used for regarding random effects as fixed effects.
The penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) approach is the most common es-
timation procedure in generalized linear mixed models (GLMM). The PQL
was proposed as an approximate Bayes procedure for some commonly oc-
curring GLMM’s by Laird (1978) and the PQL method exploited by Green
(1987) for semiparametric regression analysis is available for inference in hi-
erarchical models where the focus is on shrinkage estimation of the random
effects (Robinson, 1991). Breslow and Clayton (1993) proposed to use the
PQL with some modifications to a Laplace expansion for a GLMM in order
to motivate standard estimating equations that may be solved by iterative
application of normal theory procedures. Breslow and Lin (1995) and Lin
and Breslow (1996) derived the general expressions for the asymptotic biases
in approximate estimators of regression coefficients and variance component
in the GLMMs with a single source of extraneous variation and multiple
components of dispersion, respectively. The PQL also has been studied in
a wide variety of GLMMs by Bartlett and Sutradhar (1999), Raudenbush
et al. (2000), Dean et al. (2004), Huber et al. (2004), Localio et al. (2006),
Diaz (2007), Lin (2007), Nelson and Leroux (2008), Dang et al. (2008), Qiu
et al. (2008), Jang and Lim (2009), Masaoud and Stryhn (2010), Fong et al.
(2010), Wood (2011) and Krivobokova et al. (2012). Furthermore, the PQL
is already built in SAS GLIMMIX procedure and used for the analysis of the
GLMM. On the other hand, in survival analysis, a penalized partial likeli-
hood was proposed for multivariate frailty models by Ripatti and Palmgren
(2000) and further studied for the mixed and time-varying effects survival
model by Kauermann et al. (2008), for the time-varying effects recurrent
event model by Yu et al. (2013) and for a joint model of recurrent events
and a terminal event by Yu and Liu (2011) and Mazroui et al. (2012). In
joint modeling framework of longitudinal and survival data, Ye et al. (2008b)
proposed a penalized joint likelihood for a selection model and considered
a continuous longitudinal process to be included as a covariate for survival
time. Their penalized joint likelihood is obtained by replacing the full sur-
vival likelihood with a partial likelihood in the Laplace approximation to the
full joint likelihood function, which is not equal to the actual form derived
from the full joint likelihood function. However, there is no work done on
the penalized likelihood approach for the simultaneous modeling of longitu-
dinal outcomes and survival time. Furthermore, the previous study using
the penalized likelihood in the selection model (Ye et al., 2008b) only con-
sidered continuous longitudinal data from a normal distribution and cannot
be applied to analyzing binary or categorical longitudinal outcomes.
In this paper, we propose to use a penalized likelihood to develop a more
efficient estimation procedure on computation for simultaneous modeling
than the EM algorithm of the maximum likelihood approach. We consider a
generalized linear mixed model for longitudinal outcome to incorporate both
categorical and continuous data, although we particularly focus on binary
data, and study a stratified Cox proportional hazards model for survival
time. In this estimation procedure, all the parameters are estimated together
at the same time. The organization of this paper is as follows. We present
a simultaneous modeling for longitudinal outcomes and survival time with
random effects in Section 2 and describe the proposed estimation procedure
in Section 3. Numerical results from simulation studies are given in Section 4,
and our proposed method is illustrated with a liver transplantation data set
in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss some further consideration.
2 Model Formulation and Notation
We use Y (t) to denote the value of a longitudinal marker process at time
t. Suppose Y (t) is from a distribution belonging to an exponential family
in order to incorporate either for continuous or categorical measurements.
Let T denote survival time, and suppose that the survival time T is possibly
subject to right censoring. Suppose a set of n subjects are followed over
an interval [0, τ ], where τ is the study end time. Denote bi, i = 1, . . . , n,
as a vector of subject-specific random effects of dimension db and bi’s are
mutually independent and identically distributed from a multivariate normal
with mean zero and covariance matrix Σb.
Given the random effects bi, the observed covariates, and the observed
outcome history till time t, we assume that the longitudinal outcome Yi(t) at










ηi(t|bi) = g(μi(t|bi)) = Xi(t)β + X̃i(t)bi,
where μi(t|bi) = E(Yi(t)|bi) = B′(ηi(t|bi)) and vi(t|bi) = Var(Yi(t)|bi) =
B′′(ηi(t|bi))A(Di(t;φ)) = v(μi(t|bi) )A(Di(t;φ)). Here, g(·) and v(·) are
known link and variance functions, respectively, φ is the dispersion parame-
ter, the functions A(·), B(·), C(·), and D(·) are known, Xi(t) and X̃i(t) are
the row vectors of the observed covariates for subject i, and β is a column
vector of coefficients for Xi(t). The random effect bi is allowed to differ
for different individuals. Additionally, Xi(t) and X̃i(t) can be completely
different or share some components, and may include dummy variables for
different strata. The missingness of Yi(t) is assumed to be non-informative.
Note that the logistic distribution for binary Yi(t) has A(Di(tj ;φ)) = 1,






, and C(Yij ;Di(tj ;φ)) = 0.
Given the random effects bi, the observed covariates, and the observed
survival history before time t, the conditional hazard rate function for the
survival time Ti of subject i is assumed to follow a stratified multiplicative
hazards model,
λs(t) exp{Zi(t)(ψ ◦ bi) +Zi(t)γ}, (2.2)
where Zi(t) and Z̃i(t) are the row vectors of the observed covariates and
may share some components, ψ is a vector of parameters of the coefficients
for random effects, γ is a column vector of coefficients for Zi(t), and λs(t)
is the s-th stratum baseline hazard rate function so that the baseline hazard
rate is allowed to vary across levels of the stratification variable. Note that
Zi(t) does not include dummy variables for strata since baseline hazard rate
is stratum-specific. We assume common fixed effects and random effects
across strata in both hazard and longitudinal models. However, the model
may allow for possibly different covariate effects for different strata, which
can be achieved by including interaction terms of the covariates with the
indicator variables for the stratification variable. Subjects in different strata
are assumed to be independent. In equation (2.2), for any vectors a1 and
a2 of the same dimension, a1 ◦ a2 denotes the component-wise product. In
addition, X̃i(t) and Z̃i(t) have the same dimensions as bi’s.
Under models (2.1) and (2.2), the two outcomes Y (t) and T are inde-
pendent conditional on the covariates and random effect. The parameter ψ
in model (2.2) characterizes the dependence between the longitudinal out-
comes and the survival time due to latent random effect: When the k-th
component of ψ is 0 (i.e. ψk = 0), it implies that the dependence between
the survival time and longitudinal responses is not due to the correspond-
ing latent variable bik, the k-th component of bi; ψk = 0 implies that such
dependence may be due to the corresponding latent variable bik.
Let ni be the number of the observed longitudinal measurements for
subject i, and assume that the distributions of ni and the observation times
for longitudinal measurements are independent of the parameters of inter-
est conditional on bi in this joint model. We also assume ni is bounded,
which is a reasonable assumption in many biomedical studies. The ob-
served data from n subjects are (ni, Yij ,Xij , X̃ij), j=1, . . . , ni, i=1, . . . , n,
and (Vi,Δi, Si, {(Zi(t), Z̃i(t)) : t≤ Vi}), i=1, . . . , n, where for subject i,
(Yij ,Xij , X̃ij) is the j-th observation of (Yi(t),Xi(t), X̃i(t)), Ci is the right-
censoring time and independent of Ti and Yi(t) given the covariates and the
random effects, Vi = min(Ti, Ci), Si denotes the stratum, and Δi = I(Ti ≤
Ci). We also assume that missing longitudinal obervations are not informa-
tive.
The goal of this simultaneous modeling is to estimate and make infer-
ences on the parameters θ=(βT,φT,Vech(Σb)
T,ψT,γT )T and the baseline cu-




0λs(u)du, s = 1, . . . , S. The parameters β and φ are from the
longitudinal model, ψ and γ are from the hazard model, and Σb is asso-
ciated with the random effects. Vech(·) operator creates a column vector
from a matrix by stacking the diagonal and upper-triangle elements of the
matrix.
3 Maximum Penalized Likelihood Estimation
For all n subjects, we write Y = (Y T1 , . . . ,Y
T
n )
T, Y i = (Yi1, . . . , Yini)
T,
V =(V1, . . . , Vn)
T, and b=(bT1 , . . . , b
T
n )
T. Then, using ηi(tj |bi) = Xijβ +
X̃ijbi and denoting Bij(β; bi) = B(ηi(tj |bi)), the likelihood function of the
complete data (Y ,V , b) has the form,

























Yij(Xijβ + X̃ijbi)−Bij(β; bi)
A(Di(tj ;φ))




























and the full likelihood function of the observed data (Y ,V ) for the param-
eter (θ,Λ) is expressed as
Lf (θ,Λ;Y ,V ) =
∫
b
Lc(θ,Λ;Y ,V , b)db. (3.1)
The primary difficulty in implementing this full likelihood inference lies in the
integrations needed to evaluate the complete data likelihood Lc(θ,Λ;Y ,V , b).
In the EM algorithm of maximum likelihood approach, the random effect
bi is considered as missing data for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, the M-step solves
the conditional score equations from complete data log-likelihood given ob-
servations, where the conditional expectation is evaluated in the E-step.
The procedure involves iterating between the two steps until convergence
is achieved. In the E-step calculating the conditional expectations of some
known functions of bi needed in the next M-step, a numerical approximation
method such as the Gauss-Hermite Quadrature is required for the integra-
tion with the posterior probability of random effects. When sample size (n),
the number of observations per subject (ni), and the number of parameters
to be estimated are large, the task involving the integration in the E-step is
intensive with the iterations in this algorithm and potentially slow down the
convergence. Therefore, to make the simultaneous modeling more practical,
we aim to develop an algorithm which relieves the computational burden.
Our proposed estimation method is to calculate the maximum penalized
likelihood estimates for (θ,Λ(t)) over a set in which θ is in a bounded set
and Λs(t) of Λ(t) belongs to a space consisting of all the increasing functions
with Λs(0) = 0, s = 1, . . . , S. We let each Λs(t) of Λ(t), s = 1, . . . , S, be
an increasing and right-continuous step function with jumps only at the
observed failure times belonging to stratum s. The penalized likelihood is
obtained by Laplace approximation, and the proposed approach is expected
to be less intensive in computation in the sense that it imposes the penalty
for considering the random effect as the fixed effect in the likelihood and
therefore no calculation for integrating the likelihood over random effects is
needed.
3.1. Laplace Approximation. The full likelihood (3.1) can be written as


















where the logarithm of the conditional joint density given an unobserved





Yij(Xijβ + X̃ijbi)−Bij(β; bi)
A(Di(tj ;φ))











exp{Zi(u)(ψ ◦ bi) +Zi(u)γ}dΛs(u)
]
. (3.3)





















(b− bi)Tκ′′i (b̃i)(bi − bi),
where κ′ and κ′′ denote the db vector and db×db dimensional matrix of first-
and second-order partial derivatives of κ with respect to b and b̃ denotes the
solution to κ′(b) = 0 that minimizes κ(b). Then, the full likelihood function
(3.2) can be approximated as followings,





































































Note that, from Eq. 3.4,








κ′i(b̃i) = −l̃′i|bi(θ,Λs) +Σ
−1
b b̃i,
κ′′i (b̃i) = −l′′i|bi(θ,Λs) +Σ
−1
b , (3.6)





are the first and second derivatives of Eq. 3.3 with respect to bi evaluated at






























∣∣Idb −Σb l̃′′i|bi (θ,Λs)
















where l̃f (θ,Λs) is the first order Laplace approximation to the full log-











∣∣Idb −Σb l̃′′i|bi (θ,Λs)








where l̃′′i|bi(θ,Λs) = l
′′
i|bi(θ,Λs; b̃i) and l̃i|bi(θ,Λs) = li|bi(θ,Λs; b̃i), and the





































i (u) ◦ψ)⊗2dΛs(u), (3.8)
whereB′ij(β; bi) andB
′′
ij(β; bi) are the first and second derivatives ofBij(β; bi)




b b̃i in Eq. 3.7 is the penalty term for regarding
the random effects as fixed effects in the likelihood. The first order Laplace
approximated log-likelihood Eq. 3.7 can be used for estimation and one may
call it a penalized log-likelihood.
However, the estimation using Eq. 3.7 is still computationally intensive
due to the calculation of Eq. 3.8, and therefore we further approximate (3.8)





ij(β; bi)/A(Di(tj ;φ)), can be expressed as X̃
T
i W iX̃i, where W i





, g(·) is a
canonical link function, μbij = E
(
Yij |bi , g′(μbij) is the derivative of g(μbij)
with respect to μbij , and X̃i = (X̃
T
i1, . . . , X̃
T
ini)
T . The generalized linear
model (GLM) iterative weights W i (i.e. wij) vary slowly or not at all as
the function of the mean, and hence, by taking an expectation over W i,
E X̃
T
i W iX̃i becomes a constant. Also, in the second term of Eq. 3.8,∫ Vi
0
exp{Zi(u)(ψ ◦ bi) +Zi(u)γ}(Z
T


















i (Vi) ◦ψ)(Zi(Vi) ◦ψT
)
Δi,
where SsT (·) and FsT (·) are the survival function and cumulative density
function, respectively, for survival time of the s-stratum. By taking an




i (Vi) ◦ ψ)(Z̃i(Vi) ◦ ψT )Δi becomes a constant,










i (Vi)◦ψ)(Zi(Vi)◦ψT )Δi ,
(3.9)
which becomes a constant, not involving bi. By using Eq. 3.9 instead of
































Since the first term in Eq. 3.10 which corresponds to
∣∣Idb−Σb E l′′i|bi(θ,Λs)
∣∣
includes only Σb and ψ, it contributes to the estimating equations of Σb
and ψ and is ignored to obtain the estimating equations of β, φ and γ. We
choose θ to maximize lp(θ,Λ) in Eq. 3.10. That is, (θ̂, b̃) jointly maximize
Eq. 3.10.
3.2. Implementation. We conduct the Newton-Rapshon method for es-
timating equations to obtain b̃ and θ̂. The procedure involves iterating
between the following two steps until convergence is achieved: at the k-th
iteration,
Step1 : Conduct one-step Newton-Rapshon iteration to obtain the solution
b̃ of κ′(b)=0. The (k+1)-th estimate is b̃
(k+1)
= b̃







), κ′(b) = (κ′1(b1)
T , . . . ,κ′n(bn)
T )T and κ′′(b) =
(κ′′1(b1)
T , . . . ,κ′′n(bn)
T )T , and the functions κ′i(bi) and κ
′′
i (bi), i = 1, . . . , n,
are given in Eq. 3.6.














, where SP (θ) is
the score equation for θ from Eq. 3.10 and S′P (θ) is the first derivative of




), the (k + 1)-th Breslow-type
estimate of the baseline cumulative hazard for the s-th stratum is obtained
as an empirical function which has jumps only at the observed failure time,
Λ
(k+1)


















For variance estimation of (θ̂, Λ̂(t)), we adopt the observed information
matrix by Louis (1982) and conduct the Expectation step used in the max-
imum likelihood approach with the estimates by the penalized likelihood
method. For the numerical calculation of the observed information matrix,
we consider Λs{Vi}, the jump size of Λs(t) at Vi belonging to stratum s
for which Δi = 1, instead of λs(Vi). That is, Λ{·} = (ΛT1{·}, . . . ,ΛTS{·})T
with Λs{·}=(Λ{Ts1}, . . . ,Λ{Tsms})T for ms failure times among ns subjects
(0 ≤ ms ≤ ns) of the s-th stratum, s = 1, . . . , S. Then, by Louis (1982),
I(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V ) = Eb|Y,V [Bc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b)|Y ,V ]
− Eb|Y,V [Uc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b)UTc (θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b)|Y ,V ]
+ Eb|Y,V [Uc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b)] Eb|Y,V [UTc (θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b)],
where Uc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b) and Bc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b) are the first derivative
vector and the negative of the second derivative matrix for the complete data
log-likelihood lc(θ,Λ{·};Y ,V , b), respectively. For subject i with Si = s,
given observations and the penalized likelihood estimate (θ̂, Λ̂s), we calculate
the following conditional expectation of a known function q(bi) needed in the
observed information matrix,
E q(bi)|θ̂, Λ̂s = bi
q(bi)f
(



















where zG follows a multivariate Gaussian distribution with mean zero, zG =









and Gauss-Hermite Quadrature numerical approximation is used for the cal-
culation of integration. Note that, in Eq. 3.12, the functions of R(·) and
K(·) have different expressions for different longitudinal distributions.
The proposed penalized likelihood approach for simultaneous modeling
can be applied to all generalized linear mixed models of longitudinal out-
comes. Since we focus on binary longitudinal data, next we provide the
expressions of the penalized log-likelihood and relevant equations for binary
longitudinal outcomes with survival time. On the other hand, the corre-
sponding expressions for Normal longitudinal distribution as an example of
continuous longitudinal outcome are given in Appendix.
3.2.1. Binary longitudinal data and survival time. Logistic distribu-











i (bi), i = 1, . . . , n,














I(Si=s) Δi(Zi(Vi) ◦ψT )−
∫ Vi
0











− exp{Xijβ + X̃ijbi}








I(Si = s) −
∫ Vi
0
exp{Zi(u)(ψ ◦ bi) +Zi(u)γ}(Z
T
i (u) ◦ψ)(Zi(u) ◦ψT )dΛs(u)
)]
+Σ−1b .
In Step 2, the penalized log-likelihood (3.10) has the following form for binary
































































i (Vi) ◦ ψ)(Z̃i(Vi) ◦
ψT )Δi in Eq. 3.13, we evaluateW i = μ
b
ij(1−μbij)Ii, with μbij = exp{Xijβ+
X̃ijbi}/
(
1 + exp{Xijβ + X̃ijbi} and a ni-dimensional identity matrix Ii,
and Δi =
Vi
0 exp{Z̃i(u)(ψ ◦bi)+Zi(u)γ}dΛs(u) at the estimates of param-
eters and cumulative hazards at the previous iteration and the estimates of
random effects from Step 1 at the current iteration. That is, we use
Ŵ i =
exp{Xij β̂ +Xij b̃i}
(1 + exp{Xij β̂ +Xij b̃i})2
Ii and Δ̂i = exp{Zi(Vi)(ψ̂ ◦ bi) +Zi(Vi)γ̂}Λ̂s(Vi), (3.14)
respectively. SP (θ) and S
′
P (θ) are the first and second derivatives of Eq. 3.13
with respect to θ. The Breslow-type estimator of the baseline cumulative
hazard for the s-th stratum has the same expression given in Eq. 3.11 for
all different longitudinal distributions.
4. Simulation Studies
In this section, through simulation studies, we compare numerical per-
formances on the computing time, bias, and mean squared error (MSE) of
the penalized likelihood method and the EM algorithm used in maximum
likelihood estimation for the simultaneous modeling of binary longitudinal
outcomes and survival time with a random intercept.
We assume that Yij is a binary outcome following
P (Yij = yij |bi) = exp
{
yijηij − log(1 + exp{ηij})
}
, yij = 0, 1, (4.1)
with ηij = Xijβ + bi = β0 + β1X1i + β2X2i + β3X3ij + bi for j = 1, . . . , ni,
and
h(t|bi) = λ(t) exp{ψbi +Zi(t)γ} = λ(t) exp{ψbi + γ1Z1i + γ2Z2i}, (4.2)
where bi ∼ N(0, σ2b ), X1i ≡ Z1i are generated from a Bernoulli distribution
with success probability being 0.5, and X2i ≡ Z2i are simulated from the
uniform distribution between 0 and 1. They are included in both hazard
and longitudinal models. There is one additional covariate denoted as X3ij ,
the time at measurement, included in the longitudinal model. For this time
at which longitudinal data are observed, we suppose the longitudinal data
are collected for every unit of time over the follow-up ranging 0 through 2.4
and simulate 4 different units which are 0.3, 0.1, 0.05 and 0.03 producing
the average numbers of longitudinal observations (ni) per subject to be 4, 8,
15 and 25, respectively. Then, the longitudinal data are generated from the
Bernoulli distribution with the success probability P (Yij = 1|bi) given in Eq.
4.1 at X3ij . To generate the survival time, we first generate ui from uniform
(0,1) distribution. For a given hazard function λ, the survival time is then
generated by ti = − log(ui) × exp{−(ψbi + γ1Z1i + γ2Z2i)}/λ. Censoring
time is generated from the uniform distribution between 0.4 and 2.4 so that
the censoring proportion is around 25∼35%. The observed survival time
is obtained by the minimum of the generated survival and censoring times.
For the comparison of the estimated baseline cumulative hazards over sim-
ulations, we consider three time points: 0.9, 1.4, and 1.9, which correspond
to the quartiles of the true survival distribution. The three time points are
not the only distinct survival times but are selected to report the estimated
cumulative hazard function at these points.
We consider ψ = −0.1 indicating negative dependency between longitu-
dinal process and survival time model. The parameters in the longitudinal
and hazard models are chosen as β0 = −1, β1 = 1, β2 = −0.5, β3 = −0.2,
ψ = −0.1, γ1 = −0.1, γ2 = 0.1, and λ(t) = 1, and the variance of random ef-
fects, σ2b , is chosen as 0.5. Different sample sizes (n=200, 400) are simulated
with 1000 replications.
Tables 1 and 2 report the simulation results of maximum likelihood es-
timation (MLE) using the logarithm of Eq. 3.1 and maximum penalized
likelihood estimation (MPLE) using Eq. 3.13 for θ = (βT , σ2b , ψ,γ
T )T and
baseline cumulative hazards at the given three time points in the simultane-
ous modeling of binary longitudinal outcomes and survival time with sample
sizes of 200 and 400, respectively.
In Tables 1 and 2, “True” gives the true values of parameters; the middle
6 columns under “MLE” and the right 6 columns under “MPLE” are the
results of the maximum likelihood estimates from the EM algorithm and the
proposed maximum penalized likelihood estimates, respectively; the aver-
ages of the estimates are in “Est.”; the averages of the bias estimates of the
parameter estimates subtracted from true values are in “Bias”; the sample
standard deviations from 1000 simulations are reported in “SSD”; “ESE” is
the average of 1000 standard error estimates based on the observed infor-
mation matrix; “MSE” gives the mean squared error calculated by adding
the squared bias and the squared sample standard deviations; “CP” is the
coverage proportion of 95% nominal confidence intervals based on the esti-
mated standard error “ESE”. Note that “ESE” under “MPLE” is based on
the observed information matrix obtained by maximum likelihood approach
using the maximum penalized likelihood estimates. Satterthwaite method is
used for the coverage proportion of σ2b .
From Tables 1 and 2, we can see that the bias of the proposed MPLE is
small for most cases although it is bigger than the MLE’s, but overall the
bias of the MPLE decreases for large ni and large n like the MLE’s does. On
Table 1: Summary of simulation results of maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) and maximum penalized likelihood estimation (MPLE) in the simul-
taneous modeling of binary longitudinal outcomes and survival time (n=200)
MLE MPLE
ni Par. True Est. Bias SSD ESE MSE CP Est. Bias SSD ESE MSE CP
4 β0 –1.0 –1.013 –.013 .247 .243 .061 .948 –.932 .068 .226 .228 .056 .948
β1 1.0 1.004 .004 .203 .205 .041 .953 .928 –.072 .186 .190 .040 .933
β2 –.5 –.479 .021 .358 .349 .128 .944 –.444 .056 .330 .327 .112 .940
β3 –.2 –.201 –.001 .207 .209 .043 .960 –.191 .009 .193 .203 .037 .969
γ1 –.1 –.096 .004 .169 .174 .029 .964 –.098 .002 .170 .177 .029 .965
γ2 .1 .098 –.002 .301 .302 .091 .948 .100 .000 .301 .314 .091 .954
ψ –.1 –.111 –.011 .316 .316 .100 .980 –.131 –.031 .404 .472 .164 .989
σ2b .5 .516 .016 .204 .217 .042 .949 .360 –.140 .138 .172 .038 .997
Λ( .9) .9 .917 .017 .191 .184 .061 .945 .932 .032 .196 .200 .052 .952
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.446 .046 .302 .297 .043 .945 1.471 .071 .314 .328 .040 .959
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.977 .077 .440 .442 .134 .958 2.013 .113 .460 .494 .122 .966
8 β0 –1.0 –.994 .006 .201 .198 .040 .946 –.927 .073 .187 .188 .040 .928
β1 1.0 .990 –.010 .165 .168 .027 .954 .927 –.073 .154 .158 .029 .933
β2 –.5 –.504 –.004 .296 .288 .087 .948 –.471 .029 .277 .273 .078 .945
β3 –.2 –.206 –.006 .156 .156 .024 .953 –.199 .001 .148 .152 .022 .956
γ1 –.1 –.102 –.002 .179 .173 .032 .939 –.103 –.003 .179 .173 .032 .939
γ2 .1 .114 .014 .288 .300 .083 .962 .116 .016 .288 .305 .083 .965
ψ –.1 –.112 –.012 .230 .232 .053 .976 –.114 –.014 .266 .264 .071 .974
σ2b .5 .502 .002 .138 .142 .019 .961 .402 –.098 .106 .115 .021 .998
Λ( .9) .9 .906 .006 .176 .181 .040 .959 .913 .013 .178 .188 .035 .964
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.421 .021 .282 .289 .028 .958 1.432 .032 .287 .299 .025 .961
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.949 .049 .413 .428 .090 .965 1.964 .064 .419 .441 .081 .968
15 β0 –1.0 –.989 .011 .168 .166 .028 .946 –.938 .062 .159 .159 .029 .931
β1 1.0 .997 –.003 .145 .142 .021 .943 .948 –.052 .137 .136 .021 .933
β2 –.5 –.508 –.008 .248 .245 .062 .950 –.481 .019 .235 .235 .055 .952
β3 –.2 –.201 –.001 .109 .113 .012 .958 –.198 .002 .105 .112 .011 .961
γ1 –.1 –.083 .017 .167 .172 .028 .955 –.084 .016 .168 .172 .028 .954
γ2 .1 .114 .014 .301 .299 .091 .951 .118 .018 .301 .301 .091 .953
ψ –.1 –.098 .002 .185 .190 .034 .956 –.090 .010 .200 .200 .040 .950
σ2b .5 .487 –.013 .098 .100 .010 .966 .424 –.076 .082 .085 .012 .944
Λ( .9) .9 .900 .000 .182 .179 .028 .955 .902 .002 .183 .182 .025 .957
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.400 .000 .297 .283 .021 .948 1.403 .003 .297 .287 .019 .953
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.914 .014 .431 .416 .062 .949 1.919 .019 .434 .422 .055 .952
25 β0 –1.0 –.992 .008 .149 .150 .022 .949 –.951 .049 .142 .145 .023 .938
β1 1.0 .997 –.003 .132 .130 .017 .947 .957 –.043 .125 .125 .017 .934
β2 –.5 –.501 –.001 .223 .225 .050 .950 –.481 .019 .209 .217 .044 .964
β3 –.2 –.203 –.003 .086 .090 .007 .954 –.200 .000 .084 .089 .007 .960
γ1 –.1 –.101 –.001 .177 .172 .031 .941 –.098 .002 .174 .172 .030 .941
γ2 .1 .100 .000 .310 .299 .096 .943 .112 .012 .305 .300 .093 .947
ψ –.1 –.091 .009 .177 .169 .031 .947 –.084 .016 .185 .173 .034 .938
σ2b .5 .490 –.010 .083 .084 .007 .956 .446 –.054 .073 .073 .008 .931
Λ( .9) .9 .913 .013 .188 .182 .022 .941 .910 .010 .186 .183 .020 .944
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.428 .028 .305 .288 .018 .937 1.421 .021 .305 .289 .016 .932
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.958 .058 .454 .426 .053 .947 1.946 .046 .450 .426 .046 .946
Table 2: Summary of simulation results of maximum likelihood estimation
(MLE) and maximum penalized likelihood estimation (MPLE) in the simul-
taneous modeling of binary longitudinal outcomes and survival time (n=400)
MLE MPLE
ni Par. True Est. Bias SSD ESE MSE CP Est. Bias SSD ESE MSE CP
4 β0 –1.0 –1.003 –.003 .172 .170 .030 .949 –.924 .076 .158 .159 .031 .932
β1 1.0 1.004 .004 .145 .143 .021 .946 .929 –.071 .132 .133 .023 .916
β2 –.5 – .503 –.003 .248 .244 .061 .941 –.465 .035 .229 .229 .053 .944
β3 –.2 –.196 .004 .147 .147 .022 .952 –.186 .014 .137 .142 .019 .959
γ1 –.1 –.100 .000 .124 .121 .015 .936 –.101 –.001 .124 .121 .015 .938
γ2 .1 .114 .014 .213 .210 .046 .950 .116 .016 .213 .213 .046 .957
ψ –.1 –.096 .004 .205 .203 .042 .963 –.112 –.012 .262 .270 .069 .978
σ2b .5 .496 –.004 .136 .150 .018 .961 .349 –.151 .095 .119 .032 1.000
Λ(.9) .9 .898 –.002 .129 .126 .030 .948 .905 .005 .131 .131 .025 .950
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.406 .006 .208 .201 .021 .949 1.418 .018 .213 .208 .018 .953
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.916 .016 .302 .295 .062 .944 1.934 .034 .311 .306 .053 .951
8 β0 –1.0 –.998 .002 .147 .139 .022 .938 –.930 .070 .138 .132 .024 .903
β1 1.0 1.001 .001 .120 .118 .014 .946 .937 –.063 .112 .111 .017 .904
β2 –.5 –.509 –.009 .205 .203 .042 .951 –.476 .024 .192 .192 .038 .944
β3 –.2 –.195 .005 .112 .109 .013 .939 –.188 .012 .107 .107 .012 .942
γ1 –.1 –.098 .002 .125 .120 .016 .953 –.098 .002 .125 .120 .016 .953
γ2 .1 .106 .006 .207 .209 .043 .948 .107 .007 .206 .210 .043 .950
ψ –.1 –.104 –.004 .155 .156 .024 .967 –.103 –.003 .178 .176 .032 .965
σ2b .5 .498 –.002 .093 .099 .009 .963 .401 –.099 .072 .080 .015 .937
Λ( .9) .9 .902 .002 .127 .126 .022 .943 .905 .005 .127 .128 .019 .942
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.413 .013 .206 .200 .015 .946 1.417 .017 .206 .203 .013 .949
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.924 .024 .299 .292 .043 .946 1.930 .030 .300 .296 .038 .949
15 β0 –1.0 –.996 .004 .117 .117 .014 .946 –.944 .056 .110 .112 .015 .923
β1 1.0 1.000 .000 .099 .101 .010 .954 .949 –.051 .095 .096 .012 .925
β2 –.5 –.504 –.004 .172 .173 .030 .955 –.477 .023 .163 .166 .027 .955
β3 –.2 –.199 .001 .081 .080 .006 .943 –.196 .004 .078 .079 .006 .947
γ1 –.1 –.100 .000 .118 .120 .014 .962 –.100 .000 .118 .120 .014 .964
γ2 .1 .108 .008 .208 .209 .043 .955 .110 .010 .208 .209 .043 .954
ψ –.1 –.099 .001 .128 .130 .016 .959 –.089 .011 .140 .136 .020 .953
σ2b .5 .495 –.005 .070 .071 .005 .959 .431 –.069 .058 .060 .008 .886
Λ( .9) .9 .899 –.001 .126 .126 .014 .955 .901 .001 .126 .127 .012 .955
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.405 .005 .198 .199 .010 .951 1.408 .008 .198 .200 .009 .953
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.917 .017 .289 .290 .030 .948 1.915 .015 .286 .292 .027 .951
25 β0 –1.0 –1.004 –.004 .104 .106 .011 .949 –.961 .039 .099 .102 .011 .939
β1 1.0 .998 –.002 .093 .092 .009 .945 .954 –.046 .087 .088 .010 .921
β2 –.5 –.486 .014 .158 .159 .025 .943 –.467 .033 .150 .153 .024 .944
β3 –.2 –.198 .002 .063 .063 .004 .962 –.197 .003 .063 .063 .004 .964
γ1 –.1 –.101 –.001 .118 .120 .014 .961 –.100 .000 .118 .120 .014 .965
γ2 .1 .099 –.001 .217 .208 .047 .941 .103 .003 .213 .209 .046 .948
ψ –.1 –.096 .004 .115 .117 .013 .959 –.081 .019 .120 .120 .015 .957
σ2b .5 .493 –.007 .058 .059 .003 .964 .446 –.054 .051 .052 .006 .872
Λ(.9) .9 .911 .011 .135 .127 .011 .931 .910 .010 .132 .127 .010 .940
Λ(1.4) 1.4 1.419 .019 .213 .200 .009 .933 1.414 .014 .207 .200 .008 .940
Λ(1.9) 1.9 1.925 .025 .299 .291 .026 .947 1.925 .025 .294 .292 .023 .949
the other hand, the estimate of σ2b by the MPLE is smaller than its true value
showing the biggest bias, but it is improved soon being close to the true value
as ni increases. It is already known that the penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL)
used for GLMMs tends to underestimate somewhat the variance components
when applied to clustered binary data but the situation improves rapidly for
binomial observations having denominators greater than one (Breslow and
Clayton, 1993). The result from our simulation studies conforms this fact.
For both MLE and MPLE, the ESE calculated from the observed information
matrix is close to the SSD from the 1000 estimates. They decrease over ni
except for the baseline cumulative hazards estimates, and they also decrease
as n increases. The MPLE has smaller SSD and ESE than the MLE for most
cases. As for MSE representing both bias and SSD together, the MSE of the
MPLE appears to be smaller than or close to the MLE’s. The MSEs from
both MLE and MPLE decrease as ni and n increase. The 95% CPs are close
to 0.95 except those for ψ of both MLE and MPLE with small ni(=4 and
8) at small n(=200), for σ2b of the MPLE with small ni(=4 and 8) at small
n(=200), and for σ2b of the MPLE with the very small or large ni(=4, 15 and
25) at large n(=400). For both MLE and MPLE, the CP of ψ is recovered
for large ni and large n. Thus, with small ni and small n, the test for ψ
is conservative, which strengthens the test results when rejecting the null
(ψ = 0), and the type I error becomes closer to the nominal level as ni and n
increase. While the high CP of σ2b by the MLE is improved for both large ni
and large n, the CP of σ2b by the MPLE appears to be improved for large ni at
small n and small ni at large n. With the small n(=200) of Table 1, the high
CPs of σ2b by the MPLE at small ni(=4 and 8) are recovered at large ni(=15
and 25). On the other hand, with the relatively small ni(=8), the high CP
of σ2b by the MPLE shown at small n(=200) in Table 1 is improved for large
n(=400) in Table 1. In additional simulation studies conducted with larger
n(=800) whose results are not provided in this paper, the high CPs of σ2b by
the MPLE shown at the smallest ni(=4) of n=200 and 400 in both Tables 1
and 2 actually reached 95% nominal level for n=800. However, the CP of
σ2b by the MPLE at large ni(=15 and 25) appears to decrease over n, which
seems because σ2b of the MPLE has the biggest bias among the estimates of
parameters and the reduction of the bias is very slow as n increases while
the ESE of σ2b decreases rapidly. The reason σ
2
b of the MPLE has the biggest
bias is that l̃′′i|bi(θ,Λs) of |Idb −Σb l̃
′′
i|bi(θ,Λs)| in Eq. 3.7, which contributes
to the estimation of σ2b , is further approximated as shown in Eq. 3.10. Note
that the approximation of l̃′′i|bi(θ,Λs) also affects the estimation of ψ but the
influence is trivial since only part of the corresponding term in Eq. 3.10 is
related to ψ.
Figure 1 shows the ratios of mean squared errors (MSEs) of the proposed
MPLE to the MLE with sample sizes of 200 and 400 for the parameters of
predictors in longitudinal and hazard models. This figure confirms the results
provided in Tables 1 and 2 in that all plots indicate the ratios of MSEs are
close to 1 which implies the proposed MPLE provides the MSE close to the
MLE’s.
Table 3 provides user times of the MLE and the MPLE to the MLE for
running 1000 simulated data sets with sample sizes of 200 and 400 in the
simultaneous modeling of binary longitudinal outcomes and survival time.
The proposed MPLE appears to be more computationally efficient reducing
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Figure 1: Plot of ratios of mean squared errors (MSEs) of maximum penal-
ized likelihood estimator (MPLE) to maximum likelihood estimator (MLE)
for parameters of predictors in longitudinal and hazard models (solid line:
n=200, dashed line: n=400)
Table 3: Summary of user times of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)
and maximum penalized likelihood estimation (MPLE) for running 1000
simulated data sets in the simultaneous modeling of binary longitudinal out-
comes and survival time
User times (min)
n ni MLE MPLE








about 70–75% of the computing time of the MLE over all different numbers
of longitudinal outcomes per subject and sample sizes.
5. Application
The liver transplantation study of the National Institute of Diabetes and
Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) was a 7–year prospective study of
1563 candidates for liver transplantation at three major transplant centers.
Among the 1563 candidates, 582 received the transplantation for the first
time and these patients were evaluated at four months, one year, and annu-
ally afterwards till five years after their liver transplantation. At each evalu-
ation, they were given questionnaires asking about their life satisfaction. By
the end of the study, 76 patients were deceased. One goal of this study was
to investigate whether factors such as patients’ characteristic and disease
history affect both quality of life and the risk of death. The life satisfac-
tion evaluation and survival time can be correlated within the same subject.
Appropriate analysis should take this dependency into consideration.
The longitudinal outcome is a binary measurement of the patients’ qual-
ity of life. The original outcome of the patients’ QoL is based on the ques-
tion “Overall, how satisfied are you with health at the present time?”. The
response score ranges from 1 (“completely satisfied”) to 7 (“completely dis-
satisfied”). We dichotomize this score into 0 (“satisfied”; QoL score<4) and
1 (“dissatisfied”; QoL score≥4) and use this binary outcome in our analysis.
The advantage for dichotomizing the measure is to reduce possible measure-
ment error. There are 582 patients with 1382 complete post-transplantation
QoL scores and the number of observations for each patient ranges from 1
to 6. The censoring rate is 87%.
We are interested in studying which variables, including gender, race,
marriage status, age at liver transplantation, body mass index(BMI), and
history of ascites, bone disease, cholangitis, and edema, predict the life sat-
isfaction or the risk of death or both. Time at measurement is also included
as a covariate for longitudinal outcomes. A random intercept b0 for the
dependence between the life satisfaction and the risk of death is included
in both models, and assumed to follow a normal distribution with mean
zero.
In Table 4, we compare the estimates and the estimated standard errors
of the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and maximum penalized like-
lihood estimation (MPLE). From both “Est.” and “ESE” columns, we see
that MLE and MPLE provide similar estimates and estimated standard er-
rors for the parameters of interest in longitudinal QoL and hazards models.
On the other hand, the parameters of σ2b and ψ, which denote the variance
of random effects and the coefficient of random effects characterizing the
dependence between longitudinal QoL and survival processes, respectively,
have different estimates and estimated standard errors between the MLE
and MPLE. This discrepancy of the MPLE from the MLE may be a numer-
ical issue due to the small cluster size with the average of 1.93. In addition,
the MPLE provides slightly bigger estimated standard errors than the MLE
for the parameters in the longitudinal model while it appears in the reverse
direction in hazards model. This also may be a numerical issue due to the
small number of longitudinal outcomes per subject since the estimation in
the longitudinal model is directly affected by the individual cluster size while
the estimation in hazards model is not.
Comparing the computing time spent on producing the results in Table 4,
the proposed MPLE took only a sixth of the time the MLE did (62.83 and
361.78 seconds for MPLE and MLE respectively). This analysis result in-
dicates that, even for the small cluster size, the proposed MPLE provides
the similar results to those of the MLE for the parameters of interest taking
less computing time than the MLE. In the studies with larger number of
longitudinal outcomes per subject, the results of the MPLE are expected to
be close to those of the MLE for all parameters with much better efficiency
on calculation.
Table 4: Analyses results from maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) and
maximum penalized likelihood estimation (MPLE) for the Quality of Life
and survival time for the liver transplantation data
Est. ESE
Parameter MLE MPLE MLE MPLE
QoL satisfaction longitudinal model
Intercept β0 –3.964 –2.664 .950 .663
Center (ref=center1)
– center2 β1 1.432 1.003 .337 .237
– center3 β2 1.341 .919 .328 .229
Gender (ref=male): female β3 .146 .131 .256 .184
Race (ref=non–Caucasian): Caucasian β4 .328 .230 .341 .248
Marriage (ref=single): married β5 –.336 –.265 .301 .216
ASC (ref=never had ascites): ever had ascites β6 –.463 –.325 .316 .228
BD (ref=never had bone disease): ever had bone disease β7 .457 .330 .411 .295
CHO (ref=never had cholangitis): ever had cholangitis β8 –.161 –.116 .421 .300
EDE (ref=never had edema): ever had edema β9 .046 .009 .305 .219
Age at liver transplantation β10 –.006 –.004 .011 .008
BMI β11 .063 .041 .025 .018
Time at measurement (years) β12 –.039 –.049 .080 .068
Variance of random effects σ2b 3.545 1.195 .817 .314
Hazards model
Random effect coefficient ψ .425 .741 .123 .227
Center (ref=center1)
– center2 γ1 .626 .561 .336 .299
– center3 γ2 .565 .483 .337 .289
Gender (ref=male): female γ3 .470 .468 .267 .248
Race (ref=non-Caucasian): Caucasian γ4 –.659 –.674 .308 .288
Marriage (ref=single): married γ5 .001 –.017 .314 .290
ASC (ref=never had ascites): ever had ascites γ6 –.215 –.238 .324 .300
BD (ref=never had bone disease): ever had bone disease γ7 –.230 –.245 .459 .425
CHO (ref=never had cholangitis): ever had cholangitis γ8 .213 .174 .407 .369
EDE (ref=never had edema): ever had edema γ9 .136 .139 .320 .299
Age at liver transplantation γ10 .028 .025 .012 .009
BMI γ11 .020 .014 .024 .017
6. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we have developed a more computationally efficient es-
timation procedure adopting a penalized likelihood based on Laplace ap-
proximation for the simultaneous modeling of survival time and longitudinal
outcome, particularly focusing on binary longitudinal data. Our proposed
penalized likelihood estimation method is an effort to reduce the intensity
on computation still providing the similar estimates to those by the EM al-
gorithm of the maximum likelihood approach. Simulation studies indicated
that the penalized likelihood approach performs as well as the EM algo-
rithm of maximum likelihood approach, but only requires a fraction of the
computing time. We also illustrated this comparison with the NIDDK liver
transplantation study data.
In the simultaneous modeling considered in this paper, we assumed ran-
dom effects to follow a Gaussian distribution with mean zero. However, it
is unclear whether the normality assumption is truly satisfied in practice.
Future work can include developing an approach to reduce computational
intensity efficiently through the penalized likelihood approach for relaxing
the normality assumption of random effects in the simultaneous modeling.
For longitudinal measurements, we assumed that their missingness is
not informative. However, if the missing longitudinal data is non-ignorable,
the MLE and MPLE could be biased. Non-ignorable missing data in the
simultaneous modeling will be future research.
7. Supplementary Materials
R functions to perform the MLE and MPLE methods are provided and the
usage of the functions is illustrated in Electronic Supplementary Materials.
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Appendix
A.1. Implementation for continuous longitudinal data and
survival time
Continuous longitudinal outcomes following a normal distribution has
A(Di(tj ;φ)) = σ
2











/2 in Eq. 2.1, where σ2y is the variance of
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In Step2, the penalized log-likelihood (3.10) has the following form for con-
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ψT )Δi in Eq. A.1, we evaluate W i = (σ
2
y)
−1Ii, with a ni-dimensional
identity matrix Ii, and Δi =
Vi
0 exp{Z̃i(u)(ψ ◦ bi) +Zi(u)γ}dΛs(u) at the
estimates of parameters and cumulative hazards at the previous iteration
and the estimates of random effects from Step 1 at the current iteration.




Ii and Δ̂i = exp{Zi(Vi)(ψ̂ ◦ bi) +Zi(Vi)γ̂}Λ̂s(Vi),
respectively. SP (θ) is obtained by differentiating (A.1) with respect to θ,
and S′P (θ) is the derivative of SP (θ) with respect to θ.
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